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Image Completion with Struture PropagationJian Sun1 Lu Yuan2� Jiaya Jia3y Heung-Yeung Shum11Mirosoft Researh Asia 2Tsinghua University 3Chinese University of Hong Kong
(a) (b) () (d)Figure 1: Image ompletion with struture propagation. (a) Input image, (b) unknown region (blue) after removing the pumpkin, withtwo interseting lines (green) spei�ed by the user, () intermediate result after propagating struture and texture information along theuser-spei�ed lines, and (d) �nal result after �lling in the remaining unknown regions by texture propagation.AbstratIn this paper, we introdue a novel approah to image om-pletion, whih we all struture propagation. In our system,the user manually spei�es important missing struture in-formation by extending a few urves or line segments fromthe known to the unknown regions. Our approah synthe-sizes image pathes along these user-spei�ed urves in theunknown region using pathes seleted around the urves inthe known region. Struture propagation is formulated asa global optimization problem by enforing struture andonsisteny onstraints. If only a single urve is spei�ed,struture propagation is solved using Dynami Program-ming. When multiple interseting urves are spei�ed, weadopt the Belief Propagation algorithm to �nd the optimalpathes. After ompleting struture propagation, we �ll inthe remaining unknown regions using path-based texturesynthesis. We show that our approah works well on a num-ber of examples that are hallenging to state-of-the-art teh-niques.Keywords: Image Completion, Image Inpainting, Dy-nami Programming, Belief Propagation, User Interation1 IntrodutionImage ompletion, also known as image inpainting, is a hal-lenging problem in omputer graphis and omputer vision.Image ompletion aims at �lling in missing pixels in a largeunknown region of an image in a visually plausible way.Given an input image I with an unknown or missing region
, the goal of image ompletion is to propagate struture�This work was done when Lu was an intern at MSR Asia.yThis work was done while visiting MSR Asia.

and texture information from the known or existing regionsI � 
 to 
, where I is the image region of I. Image om-pletion is inherently an under-onstrained problem.1.1 Related workImage inpainting, introdued by Bertalmio et al. [2000℄, �llsin holes in an image by propagating image Laplaians inthe isophote diretion ontinuously from the exterior. Theirmethod is PDE-based and has its root in the Navier-Stokesequation in uid dynamis [Bertalmio et al. 2001℄. The in-painting problem has also been formulated in a variationalframework [Ballester et al. 2001℄. Chan and Shen [2001℄inorporate Euler's elastia as a prior to handle urve stru-tures. Levin et al. [2003℄ perform image inpainting in thegradient domain using an image-spei�ed prior. Image in-painting tehniques work at the pixel level, and have workedwell for small gaps, thin strutures, and text overlays. How-ever, for larger missing regions or textured regions, they maygenerate blurring artifats.Example-based approahes [Igehy and Pereira 1997; Harri-son 2001; Bornard et al. 2002; Barret and Cheney 2002℄have also been proposed for image ompletion by synthesiz-ing pixels using texture synthesis tehniques [Efros and Le-ung 1999; Wei and Levoy 2000; Liang et al. 2001; Ashikhmin2001; Efros and Freeman 2001; Hertzmann et al. 2001℄.Reent example-based methods work at the image pathlevel [Drori et al. 2003; Criminisi et al. 2003; Bertalmio et al.2003; Jia and Tang 2003℄. They �ll in unknown regions moree�etively by augmenting texture synthesis with some au-tomati guidane. This guidane determines the synthesisordering, whih signi�antly improves the quality of om-pletion by preserving some salient strutures.For example, a fast smoothing approximation is onstrutedin a oarse-to-�ne manner to guide an iterative ompletionproess by adaptive example fragments [Drori et al. 2003℄.A on�dene map is omputed to determine the synthesisordering. A priority order is proposed to perform the om-pletion [Criminisi et al. 2003℄. The priority of eah pathis determined from both the on�dene map and the imageedges in the path to enourage propagation of linear stru-tures. Bertalmio et al. [2003℄ deompose the input image
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into texture and struture omponents that are ompletedusing texture synthesis and image inpainting, respetively.The �nal result is the sum of the two ompleted omponents.Based on texture segmentation, a tensor-voting algorithm isintrodued to smoothly link strutures aross holes to repairimages [Jia and Tang 2003℄.Interative guidane has also been proposed. Previous sys-tems have utilized soure region seletion, depth informa-tion [P�erez et al. 2004℄, and \point of interest" [Drori et al.2003℄ to further improve their ompletion results.While previous approahes have produed some amazing re-sults, they have diÆulties ompleting images where om-plex salient strutures exist in the missing regions. Suhsalient strutures may inlude urves, T-juntions, and X-juntions. A hallenging example to previous tehniques isshown in Figure 1, where the region left by the removedpumpkin needs to be �lled in. Although the human vi-sual system has the ability to pereptually omplete missingstrutures [Noe et al. 1998℄ (e.g., ompleting the windowframes oluded by the pumpkin in Figure 1), the underly-ing mehanisms (e.g., visual Gestalt priniples [Ko�ka 1935,1967℄) remain unlear. Moreover, previous path-by-pathompletion algorithms operate in a greedy manner that mayalso ause disontinuities in salient strutures. Due to theinherent ambiguity of image ompletion from a single image,we must leverage high-level knowledge.1.2 Our ApproahOur approah is based on the following observations.� For natural images, the most salient missing struturesan often be approximated by a few well-de�ned urves.� There exists a synthesis ordering for image ompletion:the regions with salient strutures should be ompletedbefore �lling in other regions.Therefore, our approah proeeds in three steps: user inter-ation to speify the urves, struture propagation to syn-thesize regions with salient strutures, and texture propaga-tion to �ll in the remaining unknown regions. Note that weompletely separate struture propagation and texture prop-agation and perform struture propagation �rst. Comparedwith previous methods, this ompletion proess largely re-due the breaking of salient strutures whih human eyes aresensitive to.In our system, we allow the user to draw a few urves thatextend from the known region to the unknown region to in-diate how the global strutures should be ompleted. Asshown in Figure 1(b), two nearly perpendiular lines om-plete the window frames. These two simple lines an sig-ni�antly redue inherent ambiguity in the unknown regionsbeause they provide information on what struture shouldbe propagated and where texture an be obtained. By draw-ing a few urves or lines, the user an generate desirableompleted images by propagating the salient strutures a-ordingly.Given the user-spei�ed urves, our approah �rst synthe-sizes the missing struture and texture information alongthe urves inside the unknown region. Unlike previous teh-niques that synthesize image pathes in a greedy path-by-path manner, we formulate struture propagation as aglobal optimization problem. For all the pathes synthesizedon the spei�ed urves, the olor di�erene in the overlap-ping area between neighboring pathes is globally minimized.
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piCP P (xi)P (xj)(a) (b)Figure 2: Struture propagation - 1D hain. (a) I is theinput image region, 
 is the unknown region and C is a user-spei�ed urve. Struture propagation synthesizes missingimage pathes on a set of anhor points fpigLi=1 using thesample set P. (b) P (xi) is a andidate path in P whih ishosen for the anhor point pi.If a single urve is spei�ed by the user, we onnet thesynthesized pathes as a hain, and solve the optimizationproblem e�etively using dynami programming. For multi-ple interseting urves, we onnet the pathes as a graph,and adopt the eÆient belief propagation algorithm for op-timization. Figure 1() shows the intermediate result afterstruture propagation using belief propagation.The user-spei�ed urves also partition the input image Iinto several regions. Using path-based texture synthesis,texture propagation synthesizes the remaining missing re-gions using samples from respetive segmented regions. Aphotometri orretion method in the gradient domain fur-ther improves the synthesis results. Figure 1(d) shows the�nal result after �lling in all unknown regions.2 Struture PropagationIn this setion, we introdue the onept of struture prop-agation using a single urve C spei�ed by the user. Theproblem we address is how to synthesize missing strutureand texture along urve C in the unknown region by usingsamples around the urve in the known region. Applyingstruture propagation for multiple non-interseting urves isstraightforward. We will disuss the ase of multiple inter-seting urves in Setion 3.We �rst sparsely sample urve C in the unknown region
 to generate a set of L anhor points fpigLi=1. As illus-trated in Figure 2(a), the enters of the synthesized pathesare loated at these anhor points, whih form a singlehain, or a one-dimensional graph G = fV; Eg. V is theset of L nodes orresponding to the anhor points, andE is the set of all edges onneting adjaent nodes on C.The sampling interval is typially half of the path size toguarantee suÆient overlaps. Outside 
, the sample setP = fP (1); P (2); :::; P (N)g ontains all pathes whose en-ters are within a narrow band (typially 1-5 pixels wide)along urve C, as shown in Figure 2(a). Typially the sam-ple size N is in the order of hundreds or thousands.We thus onsider struture propagation as a graph labelingproblem. For eah anhor position pi, we �nd a label xi 2f1; 2; :::; Ng orresponding to one of the sample pathes. Weselet the sample path P (xi) from P, and paste it at pointpi as shown in Figure 2(b).
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2.1 Energy MinimizationWe de�ne the following energy on GE(X) =Xi2V E1(xi) + X(i;j)2EE2(xi; xj); (1)where E1(xi) = ks � ES(xi) + ki � EI(xi): (2)ES(xi), EI(xi) andE2(xi; xj) are energy terms for struture,ompletion, and oherene onstraints, respetively. Theseterms are de�ned in the following paragraphs. ks and ki arerelative weights. The optimal sample labels X = fxigLi=1are obtained by minimizing the energy E(X).ES(xi) enodes the struture similarity between the sourepath and the struture indiated by the user at eah nodei. Suppose that soure path P (xi) and the target retan-gle with the same size entered at anhor point pi ontaintwo urve segments xi and i (the red and yellow urvesin Figure 3(a)), respetively. In struture propagation, weprefer a soure path P (xi) whose xi is similar to i in or-der to generate the struture desired by the user. Therefore,we introdue the following symmetri energy term based onurves i and xi :ES(xi) = d(i; xi) + d(xi ; i); (3)where d(i; xi) = Ps jjdist(i(s); xi)jj2 is the sum of theshortest distane between all points in segment i and xi .Note that s is the index of the point in segment i, anddist(i(s); xi) is the shortest distane from point i(s) onsegment i to segment xi , as shown in the merged and en-larged path in Figure 3(a). ES(xi) is further normalized bydividing the total number of points in i.EI(xi) onstrains the synthesized pathes on the boundaryof unknown region 
 to math well with the known pixels inI�
, as shown in the green box in Figure 3(b). EI(xi) is thesum of the normalized squared di�erenes (SSD) alulatedin the red region on boundary pathes. EI(xi) is set to zerofor all other pathes inside 
.E2(xi; xj) enodes the oherene onstraint between two ad-jaent synthesized pathes P (xi) and P (xj), where xi and xjare labels for adjaent nodes. This energy term is de�ned asthe normalized SSD between their overlapped regions, whihare shown in the red box in Figure 3(b).Dynami programming (DP) Sine G is a single hain,minimizing the energy E(X) for struture propagation anbe regarded as searhing for a minimal ost path with dy-nami programming [Bellman 1957℄. To �nd the minimalost path from node 1 to L, we �rst de�ne Mi(xi) as the u-mulative minimal ost from node 1 to node i for all possiblexi. Dynami programming traverses the nodes from 2 to Land omputes Mi(xi) for all the paths reursively:Mi(xi) = E1(xi) + minxi�1fE2(xi�1; xi) +Mi�1(xi�1)g; (4)where M1(x1) = E1(x1). Finally, the optimal label of nodeL is obtained by: x�L = argminxL ML(xL). The minimalost path an be bak-traed by maintaining a table duringthe omputation of Mi(xi). This yields the optimal labelsfor all nodes.

PSfrag replaements i ixixi i(s) distPSfrag replaementsixii(s)dist(a) (b)Figure 3: Energy terms for struture propagation. (a) Curvesegments xi (red) in the soure path, and urve segmentsi (yellow) in the target retangle. ES(xi) measures thestruture similarity between xi and i. dist is the shortestdistane (blak dotted line) from point i(s) on segment ito segment xi . (b) The green box shows the ost EI(xi)on the boundary of the unknown region. The red box showsthe ost E2(xi; xj) for neighboring pathes.3 Graph Struture PropagationFor a omplex sene, a single hain is often insuÆient to rep-resent missing salient strutures in the unknown region. Forinstane, Figure 4(a) shows a more omplex situation wherethree urves with two intersetions are spei�ed. To on-strut a graph G from these three urves, both intersetionsare �rst seleted as anhor points. Additional anhor pointsare then sparsely sampled from the three urves, as shownin Figure 4(b). Diretly applying dynami programming onsuh a graph is, however, omputationally expensive. Forthe general graph G = fV; Eg with K intersetion nodes, theomplexity of dynami programming is O(LN2+K) (We needto enumerate all possible state ombinations at the interset-ing nodes). In this setion, we introdue an eÆient beliefpropagation algorithm to minimize the energy E(X) withomplexity O(2LN2).3.1 Completion using Belief Propagation (BP)Belief propagation is a probability inferene algorithm pro-posed by Pearl [1988℄ that has beome popular lately in ma-hine learning and omputer vision (e.g., [Freeman et al.2000℄). Belief propagation is a loal message passing algo-rithm that an minimize the Gibbs energy de�ned on anypairwise undireted graph, e.g., our energy E(X). The ba-si mehanism of belief propagation is for eah node in agraph to reeive messages from its neighbors, then to sendupdated messages bak to eah of them. We denote the mes-sage sent from node i to j as Mij , whih is a vetor with Nelements over all values of xj . The message Mij indiateshow likely node i believes that node j has the orrespondinglabel xj . Algorithm 1 presents the main proess of beliefpropagation for image ompletion.The ore of belief propagation is its iterative message up-dating proedure (Equation (5)). One the optimized labelsfx�i gLi=1 are omputed, we opy the sample P (x�i ) to eahnode i to omplete struture propagation.The original belief propagation algorithm is de�ned in termsof probability distributions. There are two versions of beliefpropagation: sum-produt and max-produt. Sum-produtomputes the marginal posterior of eah node, and max-produt maximizes the posterior of eah node. In this paper,we use the max-produt. Using negative log probabilities,Equation (5) turns max-produt into min-sum.
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Algorithm 1 Completion using Belief Propagation.1: Initialize all messagesM0ij = 0 between any two adjaentnodes i and j in graph G.2: Update all messages M tij iteratively from t = 1 to T :M tij = minxi fE1(xi) +E2(xi; xj) + Xk 6=j;k2N (i)M t�1ki g (5)where N (i) are all adjaent nodes of i.3: Compute optimal label x�i for eah node i:x�i = argminxi fE1(xi) + Xk2N (i)MTkig (6)For a graph without any loops (a single onneted graph),belief propagation guarantees that the optimal solution isfound after at most T iterations, where T is the maximumdistane between any two nodes in the graph. For example,T is 11 for the graph shown in Figure 4(b).An example Figures 4() and 4(d) show two basi typesof interseting strutures: T-juntions and X-juntions. Forexample, Figure 4(b) is the ombination of a T-juntion andan X-juntion. To illustrate the belief propagation algo-rithm, we present its message updating proedure for thegraph in Figure 4(). Belief propagation omputes the op-timal solutions for all nodes simultaneously (we ignore thenotation of iteration t in the rest of this setion):x�1 = argminx1fE1(x1) +M21gx�2 = argminx2fE1(x2) +M12 +M32 +M42gx�3 = argminx3fE1(x3) +M23gx�4 = argminx4fE1(x4) +M24g (7)where eah message is updated as follows:M12 = minx1fE1(x1) +E2(x1; x2)gM32 = minx3fE1(x3) +E2(x2; x3)gM42 = minx4fE1(x4) +E2(x2; x4)gM21 = minx2fE1(x2) +E2(x1; x2) +M32 +M42gM23 = minx2fE1(x2) +E2(x2; x3) +M12 +M42gM24 = minx2fE1(x2) +E2(x2; x4) +M12 +M32g: (8)After the �rst iteration, messages M12, M32 and M42 areonverged suh that the optimal solution of x�2 an be ob-tained. After the seond iteration, the optimal solution forall nodes an be obtained.3.2 Complexity of BPFor a graph without any loops, the omplexity of the stan-dard belief propagation is O(2TLN2), beause eah messageupdate requires O(N2) operations. However, eah messagean be updated only when all neessary neighboring mes-sages are onverged. As an example, in Figure 4(), messagesM12, M32 andM42 will onverge after the �rst iteration, andshould not be updated again. Messages M21, M23 and M24onverge at the seond iteration, and it is not neessary toupdate them at the �rst iteration. Therefore, we assoiateeah message with a binary variable to avoid unneessaryupdates. The omplexity of belief propagation for a graphwithout any loops is redued to O(2LN2) and is independentof the number of intersetion nodes. For a typial value ofN = 103, the running time of belief propagation is about afew seonds, while dynami programming might take hours.
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CG x1 x2 x3x4x5x6M12M23M21M32M24M42() (d)Figure 4: Struture propagation - 2D graph. (a) A urve setC supplied by the user. (b) Corresponding 2D graph G forstruture propagation. Two basi strutures in 2D graph:() T-juntion, (d) X-juntion.3.3 DP, BP and Loopy BPDP and BP Dynami programming an be de�ned in an al-ternative way. We de�ne Mi�1;i(xi) as the umulative min-imal ost from node 1 to node i (the ost E1(xi) at node iis exlusive) for all possible xi. We denote fMi�1;i(xi)gNxi=1as a vetor Mi�1;i with N elements. The update equationof the umulative minimal ost Mi�1;i is:Mi�1;i = minxi�1fE1(xi�1) +E2(xi�1; xi) +Mi�2;i�1g; (9)where M0;1 = 0. The onverged optimal solution at node Lis obtained by x�L = argminxLfE1(xL)+ML�1;Lg. Equation(9) and the message update equation (5) in belief propaga-tion are in fat equivalent when the graph is a single hain.Therefore, in a single hain, the umulative minimal ost isan alternative interpretation of the message in belief prop-agation. Belief propagation an be viewed as a \parallel"generalization of dynami programming on a general graph.Loopy BP For a graph with loops, the belief propagationalgorithm an still be applied without modi�ation, usingloopy belief propagation. For a graph with a single loop, ithas been proven [Weiss and Freeman 2001℄ that max-produtbelief propagation will yield the optimal solution if it on-verges. For a graph with multiple loops, loopy belief propa-gation usually gives a loal minimum if it onverges. Reentempirial results on several omputer vision problems [Free-man et al. 2000; Sun et al. 2002℄ show that belief propaga-tion is often a very good approximation even for graphs withthousands of loops. Furthermore, in our image ompletion,we typially do not have a graph with multiple loops. In ourexperiments, we have found the loopy belief propagation al-gorithm works well, as shown by the rider example in thefourth row of Figure 9. We refer the reader to [Yedidia et al.2002℄ for additional information on loopy belief propagation.
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(a) (b) ()Figure 5: (a) Texture propagation. The labels of theunknown and known subregions are determined by user-spei�ed urves. Eah unknown subregion is ompleted onlyusing the samples in its orresponding known subregion. (b)and () Photometri orretion. The red, green and blueretangles are the �rst three pathes opied into the un-known region. Photometri orretion removes the seam(indiated in blak) between overlapping pathes from stru-ture propagation (b) and from texture propagation ().4 Implementations4.1 Texture PropagationAfter struture propagation, there still exist large unknownregions that need to be �lled. However, applying texturesynthesis diretly may produe poor results, as the synthesisproess may sample irrelevant texture information from theentire known region.Note that the unknown/known regions have been partitionedinto several disjoint subregions by the user-spei�ed urves,and eah unknown subregion is usually adjaent to oneknown subregion. We an label eah orresponding pair ofknown/unknown subregions by the same number, as shownin Figure 5(a). Afterwards, texture information an be re-liably and eÆiently propagated from orresponding subre-gions using texture-by-numbers tehniques [Ashikhmin 2001;Hertzmann et al. 2001; Jia and Tang 2003℄. The propaga-tion order is omputed by using a on�dene map, similar to[Drori et al. 2003℄ and [Criminisi et al. 2003℄. Furthermore,we also allow the user to interatively assign labels, in asesome subregions do not have a suÆient number of samples.4.2 Photometri CorretionFor an image with signi�ant spatial variations in intensityor olor, the seams between overlapping pathes may be vis-ible, espeially when the path size is large. As observed byP�erez et al. [2004℄, suh seams annot be easily removed bysimple blending or by graph-ut [Kwatra et al. 2003℄. There-fore, we propose a photometri orretion method to reduethe photometri seams in the gradient domain.Figure 5(b) illustrates the photometri orretion in stru-ture propagation. Suppose that the red and green retanglesare two pathes that have already been synthesized, and theblue retangle is the plae for the third path. First, weopy pixels to the blue region from the orresponding pixelsin the sample path to get a new synthesized path J in theblue retangle. Then we onstrut a binary mask path BMwhose value is 0 in the green region and 1 in the blue region.Finally, we reonstrut a new J� from its orreted gradi-ent rJ� by solving Poisson equations similar to [P�erez et al.2003℄. To remove the photometri seam (blak line in Figure5(b)) between overlapping regions, we orret gradient rJ

Figure 6: Photometri orretion in struture propagation.Top: input image, unknown (blue) region and input urve(green). Bottom: zoomed in views of struture propagationresults before (left) and after (right) photometri orretion.to obtain rJ� as follows:rJx(x; y)� = � rJx(x; y) BM (x; y) = BM (x+ 1; y)0 BM (x; y) 6= BM (x+ 1; y)rJy(x; y)� is omputed in a similar way. The Dirihletboundary ondition is the interior boundary (yellow ret-angle in Figure 5(b)) of path J . The red, green and bluehannels are orreted independently. Photometri orre-tion in texture propagation performs in a similar way asshown in Figure 5(). Figure 6 shows a omparison beforeand after photometri orretion in struture propagation.4.3 Sample transformationSometimes sample pathes may not be suÆient for the pur-pose of struture propagation. We provide two solutionsto enrih the sample set by transforming existing samplepathes. First, the user an rotate by a �xed angle (e.g.90Æ) or ip (horizontally or vertially) eah soure path.Seond, the user is also allowed to rotate eah soure pathP (xi) by an arbitrary rotation angle � for eah node i. Weould, for instane, rotate the path to best align the urvesegment xi in the soure path to the urve segment i inthe target retangle by a rotation transformation R(xi ; �)so that�� = argmin� fd(R(xi ; �); i) + d(i; R(xi ; �))g;where d(�; �) has the same de�nition as in Equation (3).5 ResultsIn our experiments, we manually set the path size to begreater than the largest struture in the image. The weightsks and ki are 50 and 2 respetively in all our experiments.All experiments were run on a 2.8GHz PC.Figure 9 shows the results produed by our image ompletionmethod. The �rst two olumns show the input images withmarked unknown regions and user-spei�ed urves. The
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third olumn shows the results of struture propagation, bywhih the most salient strutures are seamlessly propagatedfrom the known region into the unknown region. Completedstrutures look natural. The right-most olumn shows the�nal results whih are visually pleasing.For the sunset image (800�600) in the �rst row, the moun-tain is oluded by a very large unknown region. The moun-tain ompletion by struture propagation is well ontrolledby a single urve. The path size is set at 9 and arbitraryrotation is allowed for the urve to generate sample pathes.For the jeep example (640�457) in the seond row, arbitraryrotation is also enabled for the top urve beause there arenot enough samples in the known regions. For these twoexamples, the proess of struture propagation took fewerthan 3 seonds for eah urve. Texture propagation tookabout 2 to 20 seonds for eah subregion.The hawk example (800�505) in the third row ontains twoX-juntions. Struture propagation took 6 seonds for opti-mization, and the path size is 27�31. We demonstrate theintermediate optimization results at di�erent iterations ofthe belief propagation algorithm in our aompanying video.The rider example (504�462) in the fourth row shows a moreomplex struture (with a T-juntion and �ve X-juntions)to be ompleted. Struture propagation allows the user toedit or ontrol the ompletion result. For example, the shortvertial fene between two long vertial fenes may not bepresent in the original image but are added by the user inthe ompleted image. Note that belief propagation produesgood results despite a loop in the graph for this example. Inthe �fth row, the ladder example (460�596) ontains threeX-juntions. For the last three examples (hawk, rider, andladder), the belief propagation algorithm automatially �ndsthe juntions from the samples and opies them to the in-tersetion points. Note that the intensity or olor of thesamples in the ompleted region might be slightly di�erentfrom the original samples due to photometri orretion.Previously developed automati image ompletion algo-rithms may not be able to generate good quality results forthe examples shown in Figure 9. Figure 7 shows unsatis-fatory ompletion results using our implementation of Cri-minisi's approah [Criminisi et al. 2003℄. High-level humanknowledge is required to omplete these images. In our ap-proah, human knowledge is e�etively integrated through asimple urve-based interfae.Figure 8 shows ompletion results of two images from [Droriet al. 2003℄. For the painting example in the top row, ourresult is similar to or slightly better than Drori's. For thetrain example in the bottom row, our result is visually morepleasing although our approah annot omplete the missingloomotive yet.Our approah only enourages a oherent ompletion resultbut has no ability to handle depth ambiguity. The visibilityorder is determined by the samples that an be found. Inour method, we only treat it as a planar graph without on-sideration of olusions. Introduing the onept of layersis one of the possible solutions to handle depth ambiguity,as shown in Figure 10. We omplete the missing region inthree separate layers: vertial trunk, horizontal trunk andbakground layer. In the �rst two layers, the trunks areompleted by speifying two urves along the trunk bound-aries and automatially extrated by the Bayesian mattingtehnique. The bakground layer is ompleted by texturepropagation. The �nal ompletion results are the omposi-

Figure 7: Comparison with Criminisi's approah. Our re-sults are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Comparison with Drori's approah. From top tobottom: input images, results from [Drori et al. 2003℄ andour results.tion of the three layers from bak to front.6 Disussion and ConlusionIn this paper, we have presented an interative approah toimage ompletion. Through a urve-based interfae, the userindiates what important strutures should be ompletedbefore remaining unknown regions are �lled in. Struturepropagation is formulated as a global optimization problemthat is solved eÆiently by dynami programming or beliefpropagation. By using an intuitive interfae and eÆientoptimization algorithms, our system e�etively integrateshuman knowledge into the ompletion proess to produegood results even for many hallenging images. Moreover,our system allows the user to ontrol the ompletion proess
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Figure 9: Some results. The �rst olumn shows original images. The seond olumn shows unknown regions (blue) and inputurves (green). The third and fourth olumns are ompletion results after struture propagation and the �nal results aftertexture propagation, respetively.
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